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Why are you two still inside 
and not outside in the sun?" 
Noah's mum said to Noah and 
his friend Bindi.



It is currently summertime in Alice Springs where Noah and Bindi live. They are bored and 
glued to the couch.



Bindi is sick and tired of the heat and the same environment. She expresses to Noah that 
she wishes she, "could get out of the Northern Territory and see the rest of the country".



Listening to Noah's mum, Bindi and Noah go outside in an attempt 
to search for something to do that will brighten up their day.



As Bindi and Noah search long and hard across the red dirt, Bindi 
suddenly sees something in the distance... it was a large, bright green 
apple tree, just by itself, with nothing around it. 





Both Bindi and Noah plucked an apple off the tree and had a little munch and then 
FLASH! In a blink of an eye they were no longer in Alice Springs and they had been 
transported to Byron Bay!



Byron Bay was like nothing they had ever seen before. They were on the beach, 
surrounded by kilometres of sand and water that they could only have ever imagined 
seeing, not to mention the masses of people.



They were amazed by the natural beauty of the ocean and sand but they felt a little bit out 
of their depths because they didn't see much to do.



After spending a few hours in Byron Bay, Noah and Bindi both took another 
bite of the apple and BOOM! They ended up in Melbourne!



Once again, Melbourne was nothing like they had ever seen before! It was a concrete 
jungle, with buildings, skyscrapers and people, everywhere you looked! Noah and Bindi 
were stunned by the size of the buildings.



Although, they were so amazed, it was just too fast paced compared to what they're used 
to.



After Melbourne, Noah and Bindi also visited Adelaide, Perth and the Sunshine Coast. As 
much as they loved and appreciated all the places for how different they were, they did 
realise that there is no place like home.



As Bindi and Noah arrived back under the large, lush, green apple tree, they had a whole 
new appreciation for Alice Springs and its red, dusty planes.
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Alice Springs is where all their family and friends are. Alice Springs is their 
home.




